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ABSTRACT.A rugose coral faunule consisting of one solitary and

three massive species occurs in an Upper Wolfcampian Series stra-

tum of the McCloud Limestone at Tombstone Mountain, Shasta

County, California. It is the youngest coral fauna in the formation

and has species in common with older parts of the formation and

with Lower Permian formations of Oregon and Spitsbergen. Wex-

olina tombstonensis n. gen., n. sp. is a very large solitary coral.

Kleopatrina ( K.) svalbardense Fedorowski was described from the

Lower Permian (Sakmarian) Treskelodden Formation of Spitsber-

gen. Langenheimia klamathensis Wilson ranges lower in the for-

mation elsewhere. Petalaxis occidentalis (Merriam) was described

from the Lower Permian Coyote Butte Formation of Oregon. Coarse-

ly clastic sediments, algae, and the corals indicate a high-energy,

shallow-water, warm, marine paleoenvironment.

INTRODUCTION

Skinner and Wilde (1965) zoned the Lower Permian Mc-
Cloud Limestone of northern California into informal fu-

sulinid Zones A to H. Zones A to G are Wolfcampian and

Zone H is Leonardian (Skinner and Wilde, 1965; Wilde,

1971). Wilson (1982) described the corals of the formation

from Zones A to F. This paper reports the corals from

Zone G.

STRATIGRAPHY

A section was measured and intensively collected in the

McCloud Limestone at Tombstone Mountain, Shasta Coun-

ty, California (Fig. 1). It is 1 765 ft. (538 m) thick and consists

of a lower Zone A part overlain unconformably by Zone G
and Zone H rocks (Fig. 2). The Zone A rocks have a small

faunule of poorly preserved solitary and fasciculate rugose

corals and tabulate corals (loc. 6178). The Zone G rocks

contain the coral faunule reported in this paper (Iocs. 6181—

6183). The Zone H rocks have only rare, poorly preserved,

fasciculate (?) corals ( Heritsch loidesl).

The corals occur in beds cropping out between 865 and

880 ft. (264 and 267 m) above the base of the section. The
locality is within Zone Gof Skinner and Wilde (1965) which
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they considered to be Late Wolfcampian and correlative with

the Coyote Butte Formation of central Oregon on the basis

of six shared fusulinid species.

The corals, except for Wexolina tombstonensis n. gen., n.

sp., which presently is unknown outside the type locality,

have noteworthy stratigraphic ranges and geographic distri-

butions. Kleopatrina (K.) svalbardense Fedorowski, 1980, was

described from the Lower Permian (Sakmarian) Treskelod-

den Formation of southern Spitsbergen. Its presence in north-

ern California suggests a correlation between the two areas

despite the intervening distance. The single specimen of Lan-

genheimia klamathensis Wilson, 1982, was originally de-

scribed from Zone F in the formation farther south. Its oc-

currence in Zone G at Tombstone Mountain establishes the

first stratigraphic range for the species (Fig. 3). Petalaxis

occidentalis (Merriam, 1942), erected for specimens from the

Lower Permian Coyote Butte Formation of central Oregon,

establishes a correlation of that formation with the McCloud
Limestone using corals. This corroborates Skinner and Wilde’s

(1965) fusulinid correlation.

Figure 3 incorporates ranges of the Zone G coral genera

into those from Zones A to F of the McCloud Limestone

previously reported by Wilson (1982).

Assignment of the McCloud Limestone coral faunas to the

Durhaminid Coral Province by Wilson (1982) is reinforced

by the discovery of Kleopatrina (K.) svalbardense, a species

previously known only from the Lower Permian of Spits-

bergen, also part of the Durhaminid Coral Province. Wex-

olina and Langenheimia, although presently unknown out-

side the McCloud Limestone, must be considered members
of the same province because of this association. Petalaxis,

widespread in the Durhaminid Coral Province, also occurs

in the westernmost Tethys Coral Province of Japan and pos-

sibly China (Sando, 1983).
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Figure 1. McCloud Limestone exposures in Shasta County, California, showing locations of new measured section (7) at Tombstone Mountain

and other sections (1-6) from which corals previously were described by Wilson (1982).
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PALEOECOLOGY

The beds containing the corals described here, as well as the

whole of fusulinid Zone G at Tombstone Mountain, is a

coarse conglomerate with limestone clasts derived from all

the older McCloud Limestone fusulinid zones (Skinner and

Wilde, 1965). The corals described here occur in the matrix,

where the four species were found together. Reworked corals

in some of the clasts may be distinguished from the corals

in the matrix by careful examination although similar rock

colors and styolitic resorption makes this difficult in places.

The conglomerate indicates uplift of the older parts of the

McCloud Limestone and redeposition in a shallow, wave-

and current-affected, high-energy environment.

The presence of only cerioid colonial corals may represent

a response to turbulent water, in which massive shape is more

competent than a fasciculate shape. Similarly, the gigantic

size of the single solitary coral species may represent adap-

tation to strong wave action. The cerioid corals did not grow

to a very large size, perhaps because of rapid deposition. I

saw none with a diameter greater than 0.5 mand most were

a fraction of that. Coralla of the four species apparently lived

as a community among the cobbles and in the intervening

sandy stretches but generally not touching. Some were over-

turned prior to burial.

Randomcollecting of the cerioid coralla produced 40 spec-

imens, 27 of which are Petalaxis occidentalis, seven Kleo-

patrina (K.) svalbardense, and six Langenheimia klamath-

ensis. The first species clearly dominates numerically and its

presence elsewhere may indicate a comparable shallow-water,

high-energy environment. Intensive collecting yielded only

seven coralla of Wexolina tombstonensis, although I saw a

few others that could not be collected.

A few algal stromatolites indicate a paleoenvironment in

the euphotic zone. Sando (1980) considered algal-coral as-

sociations in Mississippian rocks to indicate a depositional

depth of less than 50 m. Wells (1957) considered colonial

rugose corals indicative of well-oxygenated, gently circulat-

ing, marine water with annual temperature minima of 16°

to 21°C. Most paleogeographic maps place the Permian equa-

tor on the west coast of North America somewhere in Cal-

ifornia or Baja California, suggesting a tropical environment

for the present site of the McCloud Limestone.

An earlier statement that “the McCloud Limestone was

deposited in clear, shallow, warm marine water with full

access to the open seas” (Wilson, 1982) is supported by the

paleoenvironmental evidence discussed above.

SYSTEMATICPALEONTOLOGY

Morphological terminology is from Easton (1944) and Hill

(1981). Because I consider present family-level systematics

of most Permian rugose corals to be highly provisional, I

have not used them. The genera are separated into solitary

and cerioid groups, and the cerioid corals are arranged al-

phabetically.

Locality and type numbers refer to the Natural History

Museum of Los Angeles County, Invertebrate Paleontology

Section (acronym LACMIP) locality register and type cata-

logues. All specimens are deposited in LACMIP.

SOLITARY CORALS

Genus Wexolina new genus

DIAGNOSIS. Corallum solitary, large; calyx deep, steep-

walled, inverted cone-shaped; septa numerous, reaching from

corallite wall far into tabularium, thin in dissepimentarium,

dilate in tabularium in neanic stages, becoming thin in count-

er quadrants in ephebic stages; cardinal septum short; car-

dinal fossula closed, high on wall of calyx; dissepimentarium

wide, normal; tabellae of two zones, axial and periaxial; axial

tabellae concave upwards to cytose; periaxial tabellae gen-

erally horizontal.

TYPESPECIES. Wexolina tombstonensis n. sp.

DISCUSSION. In transverse section, Wexolina some-

what resembles Bothrophyllum Trautschold, 1879, Pseudo-

timania Dobrolyubova and Kabakovich, 1948, and Timania

Stuckenberg, 1895. It may be distinguished from Bothro-

phyllum by its closed cardinal fossula and counter septum

of normal length. It may be distinguished from Pseudoti-

mania by its counter septum of normal length. It may be

distinguished from Timania by its counter septum of normal

length and absence of alar fossulae. In addition, none of these

genera has the deep, inverted cone-shaped calyx formed by

two zones of tabellae that characterizes Wexolina.

Until neanic stages are known for Wexolina, familial re-

lationships cannot be established.

ETYMOLOGY.The genus is named for Mr. John Bonnett

Wexo.

Wexolina tombstonensis new species

Figures 4, 5a-f

DIAGNOSIS. Because Wexolina is monotypic, the di-

agnoses of the genus and of the type species are identical.

EXTERNALDESCRIPTION. Corallites solitary, cylin-

drical in ephebic stages, with apical angles of 40° in late neanic

stages (2.5 to 4 cm diameters), apparently slightly curved

with no abrupt angles, very large diameters to 10.3 cm, lengths

unknown but apparently large; epitheca with annual (?) con-

strictions 1.5 cm apart, a few minor constrictions between,

and fine growth lines; calices very deep (6 cm), sides sloping

very steeply (50° to 70°) downwards and inwards, lacking

central flat floor, cardinal fossulae prominent, located more
than half-way up calyx sides; axial boss absent.

TRANVERSESECTION DESCRIPTION. Corallites

circular, 10.3 cm maximum diameter; septa of 2 orders, 84

to 88 each at maturity, all extending to corallite wall; major

septa thin in dissepimentarium, highly dilate in cardinal

quadrants in tabularium, thin to dilate in counter quadrants

in tabularium, adaxially attenuate, some sinuous, some
lengthened far into tabularium (amplexoid?), 30 to 40 mm
long in adult stages (corallite diameters 10 cm), with short-

ened cardinal septum (24 mmlong in holotype); minor septa

thin, very short, confined to outer 2 to 3 rows of dissepiments

in adult stages, not seen in earlier stages (abraded corallites);
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Figure 2. Columnar section of the McCloud Limestone at Tomb-
stone Mountain, Shasta County, California. Locality numbers at

right of column show position of the only two coral faunas in the

section. Fauna of the higher locality is the subject of this paper.

Lower locality is mentioned in “Stratigraphy” section.

septal microstructure of fibers at right angle to sinuous dark,

center line; cardinal fossula closed, with neighboring several

pairs of septa arched around adaxial end, 32 mmdeep in

holotype; tabularium filled with chaotic pattern of sections

of tabellae and attenuate septal ends; dissepimentarium wide,

width 15 to 20 mmin adult stages, not observed in younger

stages (abraded), lacking inner wall at tabularium interface;

dissepiments in 12 to 20 ranks in adult stage, regular pe-

ripherally, herringbone, angular, or straight adaxially; cor-

allite wall very thin, width 0.1 to 0.2 mm.
LONGITUDINAL SECTION DESCRIPTION. Disse-

pimentarium in adult stage (diameter 95 mm) of 19 to 22

ranks of steeply dipping dissepiments of very mixed sized:

generally small and globose near wall, becoming larger and
more elongate adaxially; tabellae of two zones, axial and

periaxial; axial tabellae of 10 to 12 ranks each side of ap-

proximate center of corallite (not indicated structurally), very

variable, most near center concave upwards, most near sides

steeply dipping downwards and inwards; periaxial tabellae

in 1 to 2 ranks, generally flat and horizontal, some cystose.

DOCUMENTATION.LACMIP holotype 7170, LAC-
MIP paratypes 7171-7176. Ten thin sections and 4 1 polished

sections from eight coralla from LACMIP localities 6181

(paratypes 7 1 72-7 1 74), 6 1 82 (holotype 7 1 70, paratype 7171),

and 6183 (paratypes 7175-7176) were studied. These three

localities are on strike within the same bed.

DISCUSSION. Most of the type specimens of this solitary

coral are preserved with the dissepimentaria mostly or wholly

removed by pre-burial abrasion. The calicular area of the

holotype is an exception but even it is progressively abraded

apically. The holotype has a dissepimentarium one-third the

diameter of the tabularium. Following is a list of sections

made of coralla from the type series, giving type designations,

corallite diameters, and septal numbers: holotype 7170, 10.3

cm—88 septa, 9.7 cm—84 septa; paratype 7171, 6.0 cm—
68 septa, 4.0 cm—60 septa, 2.2 cm—51 septa, 1.6 cm—32

septa; paratype 7172, 3.5 cm—55 septa; paratype 7173, 5.2

cm—64 septa; paratype 7174, 5.0 cm—67 septa, 3.5 cm—
52 septa; paratype 7175, 2.7 cm—49 septa, 2.4 cm—39 septa,

2.0 cm—37 septa; paratype 7 1 76, 6.4 cm—80 septa, 5.7 cm—
87 septa.

Unfortunately, the early ontogenic stages are unrepresent-

ed below 1.5 cm diameter eroded apices (probably originally

approximately 2.5 cm with dissepimentaria), although a spe-

cial search was made for small specimens. For this reason,

the genus and species cannot be assigned with certainty to

family.

The cyathopsid (?) of Wilson (1982:19, fig. 9f) was col-

lected from the McCloud Limestone at Potter Ridge, about

30 km south of Tombstone Mountain, where it occurs 38 m
below Langenheimia klamathensis. Specimens of the cy-

athopsid (?) are very poorly preserved, but figure 9f of Wilson

(1982) shows a corallite of similar large size to Wexolina

tombstonensis, somewhat more abundant septa (90), similar

sinuous septa protruding into the calyx, and a very similar

closed cardinal fossula with a short cardinal septum. Without

better preserved specimens it is impossible to tell if the cy-

athopsid (?) is referable to Wexolina, but these characters

suggest that it may be.

W. tombstonensis occurs in a conglomeratic unit at Tomb-
stone Mountain and is associated with abundant specimens

of three species (in three genera) of cerioid rugose corals.

These factors indicate that the environment of deposition,

and perhaps the living environment, was a very high energy

one. The preservation in the holotype of the calyx, the most
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Figure 3. Stratigraphic ranges of corai genera in the McCloud Limestone in relation to Wolfcampian Series fusulinid zones of Skinner and

Wilde (1965). Zone G coral genera extensions reported in this study are added to previous ranges reported by Wilson (1982).

delicate part of the corallum, and the absence of the apical

parts beyond 10 cm below, where the corallum is badly erod-

ed, suggest that this corallum may have continued to live

and grow even after its apical parts were destroyed. Perhaps

coralla for this species lay loose on the substrate of such a

high energy environment that only the youngest parts nearest

the polyp remained intact. The highly dilate septa of the

tabularium may represent an adaption of a dense central core

resistant to erosion.

ETYMOLOGY.The species is named for Tombstone
Mountain.

CERIOID CORALS

Kleopatrina ( Kleopatrina ) svalbardense

Fedorowski, 1980

Figures 6a-d

Kleopatrina ( Kleopatrina ) svalbardense Fedorowski, 1980:

21, pi. 4, hgs. la-ld, 2, 3a-3b.

EXTERNALDESCRIPTION. Corallum cerioid, hemi-

spheroidal, maximum observed diameter 14 cm; calyx not

observed; corallites parallel.

TRANSVERSESECTIONDESCRIPTION. Corallites 4

to 7 sided, 8 to 1 1 mmwide at greatest diameter; septa of 2

orders, 12 to 22 each, straight to slightly sinuous, rarely lons-

daleoid; major septa generally touching axial structure, es-

pecially cardinal and counter septa, 2.3 to 4 mmlong, some-

what dilate in tabularium or thin throughout; minor septa

well developed, 1 to 2 mmlong, generally crossing dissepi-

mentarium, extending into tabularium as nubs in some; dis-

sepimentarium generally regular, width 1.6 to 2.7 mm; dis-

sepiments concentric, herringbone, pseudoherringbone, or

lonsdaleoid (uncommon); axial structure clisiophylloid, cir-

cular to subcircular, rather small, 1 to 2 mmdiameter, formed

of straight to slightly sinuous, somewhat thickened medial

plate connected to cardinal and counter septa, with radiating

straight to slightly sinuous septal lamellae touching axial ends

of many septa, connected by 2 to 4 axial tabellae; corallite

wall 0.1 to 0.2 mmwide.
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Figure 5. Wexolina tombstonensis n. gen., n. sp. a, b, LACMIP holotype 7170, transverse and longitudinal sections, c-f, transverse sections,

paratypes 7176 (c), 7171 (d-f). Partial transverse sections of Petalaxis occidentalis left of 5c and Langenheimia klamathensis left of 5d. x 1.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION DESCRIPTION. Dissep-

imentarium of 3 to 7 steeply to gently dipping ranks of me-
dium sized cystose (a few are elongate) dissepiments; tabellae

of 2 zones, axial and periaxial; periaxial tabellae generally

gently dipping in and up to axial tabellae, rarely flat, some
cystose, 1 5 to 22 per cm; axial tabellae in 1 to 3 ranks, large

to small, elongate to cystose, steeply sloping inwards and up

to medial plate, 15 to 23 per cm; some corallites lack axial

tabellae in places and have gently sloping tabulae instead.

DOCUMENTATION.LACMIP hypotype 7177-7178.

Three thin sections and 30 polished sections from hypotype

7177 from LACMIP locality 6181, three thin sections and

1 7 polished sections from one additional corallum from the

same locality, five thin sections and 53 polished sections from

two coralla from LACMIP locality 6182, two thin sections

and 23 polished sections from hypotype 7178 from LACMIP
locality 6183, and 3 1 polished sections from two coralla from

the same locality were studied.

DISCUSSION. This coral previously was known only from

the Lower Permian (Sakmarian) Treskelodden Formation of

southern Spitsbergen. Its occurrence in the Upper Wolfcamp-
ian of the McCloud Limestone provides an apparent bio-

stratigraphic correlation between the two formations despite

their great geographic separation.

Seven McCloud Limestone specimens are the basis for the

above description. Their characters fall within the range of

those of the type specimens from Spitsbergen, although some
coralla from the former occurrence have corallites a little

smaller in average diameters. The chief character distinguish-

ing this species from others in the genus is the nearly universal
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Figure 7. Langenheimia klamathensis Wilson, 1982. LACMIP hypotype 7179, transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) sections. x3.

connection of the cardinal and counter septa to the complex

axial structure, which also is touched by other major septa,

giving it a distinct arachnoid appearance. The very short

septal-like structures on the external wall between major and

minor septa mentioned by Fedorowski (1980:21) can be seen

in some corallites of the McCloud Limestone specimens.

Langenheimia klamathensis Wilson, 1982

Figures 7a-b

Langenheimia klamathensis Wilson, 1982:65, figs. 37f,

38a-b.

Figure 6. Kleopatrina svalbardense Fedorowski, 1980. a, b, LACMIP hypotype 7177, transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) sections; c, d,

LACMIP hypotype 7178, transverse (c) and longitudinal (d) sections. x3.
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Figure 8. Petalaxis occidentalis (Merriam, 1942). LACMIP hypotype 7180, transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) sections. x3.

DESCRIPTION. The Tombstone Mountain specimens

referred to this species are so similar morphologically to the

type specimens from lower in the formation described by

Wilson (1982) that the original description will accommodate
them and is not repeated here.

DOCUMENTATION.LACMIPhypotype 7 1 79. Four thin

sections and 16 polished sections from the hypotype from

LACMIP locality 6181, two thin sections and 1 0 thin sections

from one additional corallum from the same locality, and

three thin sections and 20 polished sections from four coralla

from LACMIP locality 6182 were studied.

DISCUSSION. Occurrence of this species in fusulinid Zone

G at Tombstone Mountain extends its range upward in the

formation from the type locality in fusulinid Zone F at Potter

Ridge, about 30 km south of Tombstone Mountain. This

highly distinctive species is known only from these two lo-

calities.

Petalaxis occidentalis (Merriam, 1 942)

Figures 8a-b

Lithostrotion ( Lithostrolionella ) occidentalis Merriam, 1942:

377, pi. 56, figs. 2, 4, 7, 8, 11.

Petalaxis occidentalis (Merriam). Sando, 1983:32, pi. 20, figs.

1
, 2 .

DESCRIPTION. The Tombstone Mountain specimens

referred to this species are so similar morphologically to the

type specimens described by Merriam ( 1 942) that the original

description will accommodate them and need not be repeated

here.

DOCUMENTATION.LACMIPhypotype 7 1 80. Two thin

sections and 24 polished sections from the hypotype from

LACMIP locality 6181, four thin sections and 21 polished

sections from two additional coralla from the same locality.
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two thin sections and 26 polished sections from 7 coralla

from LACMIP locality 6182, and four thin sections and 60

polished sections from 17 coralla from LACMIP 6183 were

studied.

DISCUSSION. This is the first report of Petalaxis occi-

dentalis outside the type locality in the Coyote Butte For-

mation of central Oregon. Its presence in fusulinid Zone G
at Tombstone Mountain reinforces Skinner and Wilde’s (1965:

13) correlation of their Zone G of the McCloud Limestone

with the Coyote Butte Formation on the basis of six species

of fusulinids common to both.

LOCALITIES

The following localities are entered in the LACMIP locality

register. They are located in the McCloud Limestone, fusu-

linid Zone G, Upper Wolfcampian, on Tombstone Moun-
tain, Shasta County, California, in the northwest lA of the

southwest */* of the southeast 1U of section 19, township 37

north, range 3 west, Mt. Diablo Meridian and Base Line, as

shown on the U.S. Geological Survey 1 5 minute topographic

quadrangle of Dunsmuir, California (1954, scale 1:62,500).

6181. South along strike from the base of LACMIP locality

6183 and east of the southern edge of the southeastern

peak. Conglomeratic limestone with large solitary cor-

als and abundant cerioid corals.

6182. Ten feet (3.05 m) stratigraphically higher, down the

dip slope from LACMIP locality 6181. Conglomeratic

gray limestone with enormous solitary corals and ce-

rioid corals.

6183. This locality is 865 to 880 ft. (263.6 to 268 m) above

the base of a measured section that begins on the west

face of the mountain at the exposed base of the

McCloud Limestone west of the northern peak, offsets

from that peak to the southwest peak, and extends

eastward over the southeast peak and along an east-

trending ridge to the base of the overlying Nosoni

Formation. Limestone, medium gray, weathers same,

conglomeratic, thin-bedded, with abundant cerioid

corals (some overturned), large solitary corals, fusu-

linids.
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